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Our Emergency Control Sub (“EC-SUB™”) is
inexpensive insurance against costly pack-off and lost
circulation events, while always allowing access to
LWD nuclear sources.

The EC-SUB™ is multi-functional for diverse drilling
applications, as it can split flow, isolate LCM, activate
instantly, and has a rugged shutoff mechanism.

EMERGENCY CONTROL SUB

EC-SUBTM

THE PROBLEM
If prompt action is not taken to regain circulation when a
pack-off occurs, a much larger problem of stuck pipe can be
the result. Also, if excess pressure is allowed to build up in
the wellbore, and the formation is weak, fracturing could
occur that might lead to a dangerous kick. Traditional
circulating sub systems can waste valuable time deploying
due to the mechanisms required to function them.

Getting stuck while tripping

THE SOLUTION

Saves the formation & wellbore
Aides in removing cuttings
Increases flow through the BHA
Lowers ECD at bit, reducing potential for
fracture induced kick
Helps prevent pipe from getting stuck

The EC-SUB™ alleviates pressure below pack-off
immediately, and therefore:



Burst disc assemblies come in 500 psi intervals and are
changeable on the rig floor with standard tools
Uses standard Series 65 nozzles, giving full flexibility of
controlling flow

SIMPLE DESIGN, HIGH FUNCTIONALTITY
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In emergency pack-off situations, the EC-SUB™ can be
activated instantly. This ensures that cuttings are circulated
out of the wellbore, avoiding settling around the string.

ACTIVATION

Activates automatically during pack-off event
Gives instant positive indication at the surface of tool
activation
Uses standard fishing equipment

OPERATIONS

AVAILABLE SIZES Other sizes are available upon request.

Seals off flow below the EC-SUB™, and
activates side burst disc ports, enabling the
displacement of LCM pill through the tool
alone, thus protecting sensitive equipment
The patented non-fragmenting burst disc
leaves no metal shrapnel downhole

LCM SHUTOFF MECHANISM

SIMPLE TO USE
No moving parts, greatly reducing the risk of costly
failures
Always allows access to the BHA (nuclear LWD sources)
Up to 30% of stuck pipe events in vertical wells are hole
cleaning related
In high angle wells, up to 80% of stuck pipe events are
hole cleaning related


